
Organizations across the globe are harnessing the power of AI to get that extra 
edge – don’t be left behind.

We all know that AI offers tantalizing visions for organizations which want to get ahead and stay competitive. 
Organizations think big and envision AI that offers customers top-notch personalized experiences, while delivering 
optimized operations, and revolutionary products and services. Codit can help you turn your visions into reality 
through Codit’s quick-start program: Artificial Intelligence Design Experience (AIDE). 

In this quick-start program, our dedicated Microsoft certified AI team will help you fine-tune your AI business case, 
equip you with a deeper understanding of the Microsoft AI technology and develop a customized proof of concept 
built from your data.

Sign up for this quick-start AI offer and Codit will:

• Build your ideal AI business case with a targeted kick-off and consultation during interactive workshop
• Further sharpen your AI vision through real-world case studies
• Demonstrate how an AI solution is put into action with our tried and true approach
• Lay the groundwork for a proof of concept made with your actual data;
• Ensure maximum impact by integrating your data
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With our extensive Microsoft Azure Platform expertise and over 20 years of experience in data and platform 
integration, our team of Microsoft experts make sure your AI solution has the rock steady foundation you 
need, with the flexibility to take on the challenges of the future.

What to expect:

Kick-off and Consultation

• Broaden your understanding of AI and how it can boost your business,
• See AI in action with real-world case studies,
• Learn the ins and out of Azure AI through an in-depth demo,
• Discover how Codit will work with your team to come up with a collaborative solution,
• Share your AI vision that suits your business needs.

What you’ll receive:

• A complete AI business case and customized prototype based on your data (including detailed 
objectives, mapped data sources and streams, keys for model execution, guidelines for feedback, factors 
for measuring success, and outlines for future scenarios),

• Expert insights on the Azure PaaS architecture and how to leverage it in your organization,
• Clear next steps, roadmap, and an estimate for putting the plan into action.
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Jumpstart AI in your business with a quick-start from the experts.


